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Abstract— The article discusses the matrices of the 
1
nA ,
m
nA , 
m
NA  forms, whose inversions are: tridiagonal matrix 
1
nA  (n - 
dimension of the matrix), banded matrix 
m
nA

 (m - the half-width band of the matrix) or block-tridiagonal matrix  
m
NA

 (N=n x m – 
full dimension of the block matrix; m - the dimension of the blocks) and their relationships with the covariance matrices of 
measurements with ordinary (simple) Markov Random Processes (MRP), multiconnected MRP and vector MRP respectively. Such 
covariance matrices are frequently occurring in the problems of optimal filtering, extrapolation and interpolation of MRP and Markov 
Random Fields (MRF). It is shown, that the structure of the matrix 
1
nA ,
m
nA , 
m
NA , has the same form, but the matrix elements in the 
first case are scalar quantities; in the second case matrix elements representing a product of vectors of dimension m; and in the third 
case, the off-diagonal elements are the product of matrices and vectors of dimension m. The properties of such matrices were 
investigated and a simple formulas of their inversion was founded. Also computational efficiency in the storage and inverse of such 
matrices have been considered. To illustrate the acquired results an example of the covariance matrix inversions of two-dimensional 
MRP is given. 
 
Index Terms— Best Linear Unbiased Estimates (BLUE), Markov process in the wide sense, simple (ordinary connected) Markov 
process, multiply connected (m-connected) Markov process, vector (m-dimensional) Markov process, Random field filtering and 
parametric identification, Tridiagonal Matrices, Banded Matrices and Block-Tridiagonal matrices. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
esearch problems of random fields and processes may be founded in many applications, for instance, in the study of 
spatial and temporal variability of oceanographic fields (flow velocity fields, temperature fields and sea surface height, 
density and salinity fields, etc.), in the problems of statistical radio engineering and image fields reconstruction, and in many 
other engineering tasks. 
The computing algorithms using the least-squares method (LSM), weighted and generalized LSM (WLSM, GLSM), Kalman-
Bucy filter are usually used in estimation, filtering and interpolation of random fields based on the field realization 
measurements results. At the same time, if the investigated physical fields can be approximated by simple (ordinary connected), 
m-connected or vector Markov processes, we have used the computing schemes where we can meet tridiagonal, band and block-
banded matrices. Therefore, in recent years, much attention is paid to the study of algorithms, computational efficiency, 
accounting the structure of the matrices included in the estimation algorithms, see e.g., [1]-[7]. 
In work [1] devoted to data assimilation in the study of large, multi-dimensional, time-dependent fields by accounting the 
structure of measurements matrix resulted in possibility to build four efficient Kalman-Bucy filter’s algorithm, which reduces 
computing costs up to 2 orders, in comparison to known algorithms. This possibility appears in case when the measurement 
errors are approximated by Markov random field (MRF). In this case, the inverse covariance matrix of measurement errors field 
has a band structure that allows us to construct efficient in computational aspect algorithms. Accounting the sparse 
measurements, typical of tasks considered in the article (e.g., results of satellite scan) make it possible to obtain algorithms that 
are more efficient. 
In [2] the matrices whose inversions are banded are considered. In this case, tridiagonal matrix represented as a Hadamard 
product of three matrices. This leads to very interesting result when Gauss-Markov’s random process represented as the product 
of three independent processes: forward and backward processes with independent increments and a variance-stationary process. 
Here we can see the connection between matrices, entering the decomposition of the three-diagonal matrix and the processes 
entering the factorization of Gauss-Markov’s random process. In this sense, the positive defined symmetric matrices with banded 
inverses can be viewed as a form of representation of Gauss-Markov’s random processes. The paper also considered the problem 
of the approximation of the covariance matrix of non-stationary Gaussian process of general form by covariance matrix whose 
inversions are band matrix. The information loss of such approximation was estimated. This work also shows that for such 
matrix inversion it is necessary to know only the direct matrix elements, lying inside the band with the width L. 
In [3] inversion algorithms of L-block banded matrices were obtained, their inversions are also L-block banded matrices. 
Received algorithms were applied to signal processing problems in the case of Kalman-Bucy Filtering (KBF) usage. These 
covariance matrices are approximated by block-band matrix. It gives an opportunity of reducing the computational complexity of 
the algorithms for 2 orders and makes the KFB algorithm feasible to solve problems of large dimension. 
Summarizing the content of these papers we can note, that in all these works studied matrices, inversion of which leads to 
tridiagonal, banded or block-tridiagonal matrices. It is shown that if the matrices are symmetric and positive defined, then they 
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can be covariance matrices of measurements of Gauss-Markov’s random processes. The application of obtained results to signal 
processing tasks in the analysis of space-time random oceanographic fields were considered. The structure of these matrices 
allows obtaining efficient computational algorithms which let to solve large-scale tasks. The results are coupling to specific 
algorithms and programs and their effectiveness tested on examples of real experiments results processing. 
Regardless of the results obtained in [1]-[7], the author in 1988-1992 obtained results that overlap with the results [1]-[7]. 
Unfortunately, these results are presented only in the form of manuscripts [18], [19] or published in the form of short abstracts of 
conferences in Russian (see., e.g., [21],[22]). There is only one article that was translated into English [20]. 
We can note, that the results related to the tridiagonal matrices inversion, the study of Markov processes were also considered 
in Russian mathematical literature, in literature on statistical radio engineering dedicated to various aspects of the random 
processes study [8]-[12]. But there are a few works in Russian literature that consider the use of banded and block-banded 
matrices in data processing algorithms. Also, the connection between Markov random processes (fields) class and covariance 
matrices of measurement of such fields ware poorly investigated. There is a few works on the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
computational processing circuits of Markov fields’ research results. In [10] the relationship of Markov processes and stochastic 
differential equations in partial derivatives were shown and numerous examples of Markov processes were given. 
II. THE TASK OF OPTIMUM ESTIMATING OF RANDOM FIELD’S MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION 
In many problems the analysis of random processes and fields based on experimental data (measurements), we are dealing 
with matrices, the dimensions of which increase with the number of measurements. That is, with increasing of the number of 
measurements the dimension of the matrix grows rapidly (in many cases proportional to the square of the measurements). 
Consider one of the most common and well-known problems of the analysis of random processes (fields) - the problem of 
finding the best linear unbiased estimates (BLUE) of unknown parameters of the mathematical expectation model of the random 
field. 
Let a random field )(tZ describe by the model: 
  
)()()( tttZ   ,  Tt , (1) 
where BfB )(),()( ttt
T  is mathematical expectation (deterministic component of the field), described by a linear-
parameterized model with the vector of known linearly-independent functions  Tp tftft )(,),()( 1 f  and the vector of 
unknown parameters  TpBB ,,1 B ; )(t - noise field (interference, measurement noise) with the known covariance 
function ),( tsk ; T - the interval, in which the model (1) is true. 
Let us assume that there was set a problem: based on discrete measurement )(tZ  in the points 
 TttttT innn  |1   to find the Best Linear Unbiased Estimates (BLUE) nBˆ  parameters B . The solving is well 
known and defined by the formula (see. e.g., [13,14]): 
nnnnn KFD ZB
1ˆ 
 (2) 
where 
  11  Tnnnn FKFD  (3) 
- covariance matrix of BLUE nBˆ ;  )(,),( 1 nn ttF ff   - matrix of vector )(tf  values at the measurement points Tn;   
}|)({ niin TttZ Z  - measurement vector;
1
nK  - matrix is invers to the covariance matrix nK  
for nZ : 
   
ijjin kttkK  ),(  ),1,( nji   )( ni Tt  . 
In spite of optimality of estimations (2), the use under large number of measurements becomes difficult or impossible. This is 
because of the fact that in the expressions (2) and (3) enters the matrix
1
nK , which number of elements is increasing in 
proportion to the measurements square. The 
1
nK  matrix computing and storage requires large computational costs (required 
memory in proportion to 
2n , and the number of operations for the nK  matrix inversion in proportion to 
3n  [17]). 
The same matrix 
1
nK  is a part of expression to calculate the optimal estimates for more general tasks of processing of 
random processes based on the measurement results. For example, in the formulas of filtering, interpolation and extrapolation of 
a random field based on the measurement results is also included matrix
1
nK . The weighting matrix of size )( nn  , is also 
included in the evaluation formula, when used generalized least-squares method (GLSM). We do not present here the well-
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known results, which can be found in numerous literatures, see e.g. [13], [14]. 
So, here is a rather actual problem of finding of a class of random processes (fields) for which the covariance matrix of the 
measurement nK is such, that its inverse matrix 
1
nK  
is sparse and in particular has the tridiagonal, band or block-tridiagonal 
structure. In this case, the calculation of optimal estimates, including BLUE for many problems of random processes and fields 
analysis is greatly simplified from a computational point of view by taking into account the structure of the covariance matrix 
measurement. 
III. MATRICES WHOSE INVERSIONS ARE TRIDIAGONAL, BAND AND BLOCK-TRIDIAGONAL 
Below we shall consider three classes of square matrices, whose inversion the tridiagonal, band and block-tridiagonal 
matrices. This may be noticed, that all of these three classes of matrices has the similar structures but has some differences: 
 in the first case, the matrix elements are formed from a scalar quantity; 
 in the second case, the elements of the matrix is the result of multiplication of matrix and vector quantities; 
 in the third case, the elements of the matrix formed from the blocks which are the product of square matrices of smaller 
dimension. 
A. A class of matrices, whose inversion leads to tridiagonal matrices 
Let matrix 
1
nAA    (size nxn) has the following form: 
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A
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221,22222221111
111,11112111111
1  (4) 
where )( ji
i
jl
lij  

  and )( ij
j
il
lij  

  )1,...,2,1,(  nji , aii  (i = 1,2,…,n), γi ,  λi (i = 1,2,…,n-1) – 
arbitrary real numbers. 
Thus, the off-diagonal elements 
1
nA  
are determined by the expression  














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


ijifaa
jiifaa
a
j
il
liiiiji
i
jl
ljjjjij
ij 1
1,
1
1,


)1,1,(  nji  (5) 
Here we can formulate the following 
Theorem 1: Let the matrix An has the form (4) and 0det nA , then 
1. Matrix
1
nA , inverse to (4) will have tridiagonal form: 
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

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
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

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
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00
0
0
0
0
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1
1
1
1
3
2
3
2
32
2
2
1
2
1
21
1
1
,  
(6)  
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where 1,111  iiiiiii aa   ),2( ni  , 111 a , 1,1111,1 
 iiiiiiiii aa   )1,2(  ni , 221 a
. 
2. The determinant of any corner of the submatrix
1
iA , including the determinant of the complete matrix
1
nA , can be calculated 
by the expression 



i
l
liA
1
1det  , ),1( ni  . 
This theorem proofing uses the method of induction and recursive procedure of matrix inversion by method of step-by-step 
bordering can be found in Appendix. 
Note 1. The matrix (4) can be also written as 
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(7) 
where ),1( niaii  , γi , λi (i = 1, 2,…, n-1) - arbitrary real numbers, )||1,1( jiniaij  - determined in (5). Expressing 
a31(a13) through a21(a12), a41(a14) through a31(a13), etc., the matrix (7) can be presented to the form (4). 
Note 2. The Matrix (4) is completely determined by 23 n  elements, which are included into the three central diagonals
 
1
nA . 
Other elements of 
1
nA  cancel each other while inversion. 
Note 3. The Matrix (4) (or (7)) is only one form of the square matrices representation, whose inverse are tridiagonal matrices. 
Many papers devoted to matrices research questions, whose inversions are tridiagonal matrices (see, for instance, [15] and other). 
The 
1
nA  matrices recording in the form of (4) (or (7)) is convenient because the results are easily generalized to the matrices 
whose inversion are banded or block-tridiagonal matrices. 
B. The class of matrices whose inversion leads to banded matrices with the half-band’s width m. 
The results of Theorem 1 can be generalized to the band matrices with 1 ≤ m ≤ n - 1, where n - dimension of the reversible 
matrix; m - the half-width band of band inverse matrix. 
To formulate the main theorem of this section, a number of new notations will be required. We partition up (divide) the square 
matrix  (i - order of matrix) on the sub-matrix as follows:  iA
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  

mi
mi

21  


m
imi 1  
 
iA  








mi
mi

2
1
 
miA   
imA  (8) 
 




 
i
mi
m 
1
 
miA  ][iAm  
where imA - the sub-matrix  with the mi size, representing right m – columns of the matrix Ai; miA - sub-matrix with the 
mxi size, representing a lower m-rows of Ai ; miA  - )()( mimi   left upper diagonal submatrix Ai;  iAm  - (m x m) 
lower right diagonal submatrix Ai. 
Note 4. 1. Notation [i] shows, that index i changes from i-m+1 to  i. If i < m, then index i changes from 1 to i. 
2. For i ≤ m sub-matrix miA  = [0], sub-matrices Aim , Ami and Am[i] coincide with each other and has sizes (i x i). 
Let’s consider the trapezoidal real matrices mn ,1  
and 1,  nm : 
 
  mn ,1  
    
m1  
   
1,2 m  m2  
  
      
 
2,1m   1,1  mm  mm ,1  
1m  2m  
 
1, mm  mm  
         
1,1n  2,1n   1,1  mn  mn ,1  
 
= 
T
m1γ  
T
m2γ  
  
T
mm ,1γ
 
T
mmγ  
  
T
mn ,1γ  
 
1 
(9) 
2 
  
m-1
 
m
 
  
n-1 
 
1 2 … m-1 m 
and 
 
     
m,1   1,1 n  1 
(10) 
    
1,2 m  m,2   1,2 n  2 
        
     
 1,nm  
 
2,1m   1,1  mm  mm ,1   1,1  nm  m-1        
 
1m  2m   1, mm  mm   1, nm  m 
 
 
        
= 1mλ  2mλ   1, mmλ  mmλ   1, nmλ  
 
 1 2  m-1 m 
 n-1  
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Note 5. 1. Matrices
 
mn ,1  and 1,  nm  has m(n-(m+1)/2) elements. 
2. Vector-rows 
T
imγ  and vector-columns miλ  for 1 nim  has fixed length, which equal to m. For i < m vectors 
T
imγ  
and miλ  has variable length, which equal to i )1( mi  . 
Let the square matrix 
m
nn AA   of n order forms as follows: 
 
  1 2 3 4 … n  
mnA
 
1 
11a  11 mmA λ  
22 mmA λ  
33 mmA λ   
1,,1  nmmnA λ
 
(11) 
2 
11 m
T
mAγ
 
22a  
3 
22 m
T
mAγ  33a  
4 
33 m
T
mAγ  44a  
  
    
 
n 
1,,1  nm
T
mn Aγ  nna  
 
where ),1( niaii  - arbitrary real numbers; 
T
imγ , miλ  )1,1(  ni - real vectors, with the length i for )( mi  and  m for 
1 nim ; (sub)matrix miA  and miA  determined in (8). 
In view of these notations, we can formulate 
Theorem 2: Suppose that the matrix 
m
nn AA   
has the form (11), then, if 0det mnA , the following statements are true: 
1. The matrix    n
jiij
m
n
m
n cAA 1,
1

  , has the band form with the half-width m ( 11  nm ), i.e. elements of 
m
nA

 
satisfy the condition: 0ijc for mji  || . 
2. The non-zero elements
m
nA

, lying inside the band which half-width equals m can be found as follows: 
а) calculating of auxiliary quantities
 
 ),1(, nii  : 
1,,1 ]1[   imm
T
miiii iAa λγ , ),1( ni  , (12) 
where 0]0[00  mm
T
m Aλγ . 
b) calculating of diagonal elements  nicii ,1,  : 

 


w
k ki
kmkikikm
i
iic
0 1
,,1



, (13) 
where w = m - 1 if mni   and w = n – i - 1 if i > n-m. 
c) calculating of off-diagonal elements of upper  mkc kii ,1,,   and lower   mkc iki ,1,,   half-bands )1,1(  ni : 

 



 
w
kj ji
jmjijijkm
ki
kmki
ikic
1
,,1,1
,




, (14) 

 



 
w
kj ji
jkmjijijm
ki
kikm
kiic
1
,,1,1
,




  (15) 
where w defined similarly as w in (13). 
In (13)-(15), if the calculated value of upper limit becomes smaller than the lower limit, the summarizing should not be 
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executed, i.e. the second term on the right part of formulas (13)- (15) for kw  is identically equal to 0. 
3. The determinant of any corner submatrix
m
iA  ),1( ni  , including the determinant of the complete (full) matrix
m
nA , can 
be calculated using the expression: 



i
l
l
m
iA
1
det  , ),1( ni  . 
Note 6. The matrix 
m
nA  can be written in a form similar to (7) with the replacement of the off-diagonal scalar elements ija  
))|1,1,( jinji   and )1,1(,  niii   to vectors )1,1;1,1(],[  nijnijia ,  
)1;1,1(][,  njnji
T
jia  and )1,1(,  nii
T
i λγ , appropriately, having a length i for mi  and length m for 
1 nim . 
Taking into account the note 6 of theorem 2 proofing fully repeats the theorem 1 proofing with the replacement of scalar 
values  
γi,λi )1,1(  ni  and )|1,1,(, jinjiaa jiij   
with vectors  
)1,1(,  nii
T
i λγ and )|1,1,(, ][][ jinji
T
jiji aa . 
Note 7.  From formulas (12) - (15) show, for the matrix inversion of the form
m
nA  it is enough to know it’s elements, lying 
inside the band with a width of 2m+1. Other elements of
m
nA  cancel each other during inversion. In other words, the matrix 
m
nA  
is completely determined by its elements lying inside the band width 2m+1. 
Note 8. The matrix 
m
nA  depends on )1()12( 
 mmnmw  of arbitrary selected values niaii ,1,  , 
 wiii ,1,,   , or, in other words, has w  independent elements. Other elements of mnA  linear connected with them. 
If 1 nm , the number of independent values which depend on the elements of the matrix 
m
nA  becomes equal to n
2
, i.е. 
we come to a matrix of general form )(
1
n
n
n
m
n AAA 

. In this case, the inverse matrix will be completely filled, i.e. it will 
have n
2
 elements. 
If m = 1, then value 23  nw . For 
m
nA = 
1
nA  and inverse matrix 
m
nA

=
1
nA  will be tridiagonal. For m = 0 matrix
m
nA
= 
0
nA  and inverse for it matrix  
10 
nA  will be diagonal. 
Note 9. Matrices of 
m
nA  form can be stored in memory in a compact form. It is sufficient to introduce in memory the vectors 
 ),1(, niaiiii a , *wγ  and 
*
wλ , i.e. of matrices 1,,1 ,   nmmn , holding 
2nw   memory cells. With the help of vectors 
iia , 
*
wγ  
and 
*
wλ  if necessary, it can be easily calculated every element of the matrix
m
nA . Thus, if nm  , the gain in the 
amount of required memory can be considerable (significant). 
C. Matrices class, whose inversion leads to a block tridiagonal matrix. 
Let the matrix NA  with the size )( NN  have a form: 
 n
jiij
m
NN AA 1,  A , where ijA - square sub-matrixes  (blocks) with the size )( mm ; )( mnN  . 
Let non-diagonal sub-matrices 
m
nA  determined by following expressions (compare with (5)): 
























,
,
1
1,
1
1,
ijifAA
jiifAA
A
j
il
liijiii
jj
i
jl
ljjij
ij
Λ
Γ
)1,1,(  nji  (16) 
where )1,1(  nii  and )1,1(  nii - matrix of real elements of the size )( mm ; square (sub)matrices ijΛ  
and  of n order can also be written as follows: )1,1,(  njiijΓ
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






ijif
jiif
jjiiij
iijjij
11
11


Λ
Γ
 )1,1,(  nji . (17) 
Let the matrix 
m
NAA   has a form: 
 
mNA
 
nnnnnnnn
nnnnnn
n
n
AAAA
AA
AAA
AAAA
AAAA
1,11,1222,1111,1
1,11,11,1
3322221121
1,2222222221111
1,1111211111111




ΓΓΓ
Λ
ΓΓ
ΛΛΓ
ΛΛΛ





 (18)
 
 
Elements (blocks) (18) depend only on 
2)23( mn   scalar quantities constituting sub-matrices ),1( niAii  , ijΛ  and 
)1,1,(  njiijΓ . 
Taking into account given notations we can formulate the following 
Theorem 3: 1) Matrix   mNmNmN 

 AAC
1
, divided on )( mm sub matrices 
m
ijC , has banded-tridiagonal form with 
non-zero blocks: 
,),1,1(, 1111

  n
m
nniii
m
ii CniC  (19) 
1
1,1
1
11, ,



  ii
m
iiii
m
ii CC , (20) 
where 
,),,2(, 11111,11 AniAA iiiiiii    
(21) 
22111,111,1 ),1,2(, AniAA iiiiiiiii   . (22) 
So, the general form of matrix 
m
N
m
N
 AC  will have the following form: 
 
mNC  
1
11
1
2
   121
      
 
1
1
2 

 
1
22
1
3
   132
   0  
 
2
1
3 

 
1
33
1
4
   
  
 
 
  
3
1
4 

   
 0   
1
11
1 

  nnn  
1
1

  nn  
     
1
1

  nn  
1 n  
 
3) The determinant of any corner submatrix ),1( ni
m
i A , including the determinant of the complete matrix 
m
NA  can be 
calculated by the expression 



i
l
l
m
i
1
detdet A . 
The theorem 3 proofing repeats the theorem 1 proofing with the replacement of scalar quantities in (4) in the sub-matrices 
(18). 
For theorem 3 all the notes which were given to theorems 1 and 2 are also true, bearing in mind that we are dealing with a 
block matrix. 
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IV. REDUCING OF OPERATIONS NUMBER AND REQUIRED MEMORY FOR INVERSION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX OF THE FORM 
m
NA  
RELATIVELY TO GENERAL MATRIX 
In the formation of (sub) matrices 
m
N
A  in the symmetric case, only 2n-1 blocks of the matrix 
m
NA are included being the 
elements of  its main diagonal, and one of the adjacent side of the diagonals. Thus, in the computer memory sufficient to store 
(2n-1)m
2
 quantities constituting mentioned submatrices 
m
NA , that at large N  will give a substantial savings in computer 
memory. In the case of the covariance matrix of general form in a computer memory it is necessary to store 2/)1( NN  values. 
For calculation of non-zero submatrices ),1( niCii  and 1, iiC  
)1,1(  ni  the matrix mN
A , it is necessary to calculate 
previously (n-1) submatrices ),2( nii   (submatrix 111 A ) and (n-2) submatrices )1,2(  nii (submatrix 
221 A ). 
Calculations show that the required number of operations such as multiplication on submatrices calculation is equal to: 
1) 
 2/)1()1(),1( 23  mmmnnii ; 
2) 
 2/)1()2()1,2( 23  mmmnnii ; 
3) 
 )1()1(),1( 2  mmnniCii ; 
4) 
2
1, )1()1,1( mnniC ii  . 
Thus, the calculation of the matrix 
m
N
A  requires only 2/)711()34( 22  mmmnm  multiplications plus 
2nm  
operations on ),1( nii   submatrices inversion. The last expression shows that the number of multiplications is 
proportional to n and m
3
. 
By calculating the exact number of additions and subtractions required for inversion of 
m
NA , obtain an expression 
mnmnmn )1()5,22()5,65( 23  , which is also proportional to n and m
3
. 
It is known [17], that the number of arithmetic operations required for general matrix inversion with the size 
)()( mnmn   is proportional to (n х m)3. Thus, for large values of the ratio n/m (that usually takes place in the tasks under 
study), accounting the structure of the covariance matrix of the observed Markov process gives an opportunity to simplify the 
calculation of the required estimates. 
The ratio of the number of non-zero elements of the symmetric matrix 
m
NA  to the number of the elements of the filled 
symmetric matrix with different values of n and m is shown in Table 1. From the Table 1 it is seen that the gain in the required 
memory amount practically independent of m and proportional to n. 
Fig. 1 shows memory saving graphs and the number of arithmetic operations in dependence of n and m for matrix
 
m
NA  
inversion. 
  
(a) required memory: (nm)2 → nm2 (b) the number of arithmetical operations (nm)3 → nm3 
Fig. 1. The required amount of memory (a) and the number of arithmetic operations (b), which is necessary for inversion of the matrix of the form 
m
NA  
(continuous lines) and general matrices (dashed lines). 
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TABLE I 
THE RATIO OF THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS OF THE FILLED MATRIX )( NN   TO THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX 
m
NA  WITH AN 
ALLOWANCE OF THEIR SYMMETRY: 
n 
m 
5 10 50 100 500 1000 
1 1.67 2.89 12.88 25.38 125.38 250.38 
2 1.53 2.76 12.75 25.25 125.25 250.25 
3 1.48 2.72 12.71 25.21 125.21 250.21 
4 1.46 2.70 12.69 25.19 125.19 250.19 
5 1.44 2.68 12.68 25.18 125.18 250.18 
V. THE RELATIONSHIPS OF MATRICES 
1
nA , 
m
nA ,
m
NA  
WITH THE COVARIANCE MATRICES OF MEASUREMENTS OF ORDINARY, M - 
CONNECTED AND VECTOR MARKOV PROCESSES 
A. The covariance matrix of Markov process measurements in a wide-sense 
Let the observed process Z(t) is a Markov process in the wide-sense (further instead of "Markov process in the wide-sense" we 
will simply write "Markov process"). This means that the covariance function
 
),( tsk  of the process Z(t) satisfies the condition 
[8] 
),(/),(),(),(  ktksktsk 
 
)( ts    (23) 
From the Doob Theorem [8] follows, that the condition (23) is not only necessary but also sufficient, i.e. positive definite 
function k(s,t) is the covariance function of a Markov process only in case when  it satisfies the condition (23). 
Let the values of γi (i = 1,2,…) define as follows: 
iiiii kk 1,   (24) 
where ),( jiij ttkk  – values of the covariance function of process Z(t) at the points ti and tj, tj > ti. Thus, γi are the coefficients 
of the covariance of neighboring points reduced to a dispersion quantity in the points with a lower coordinate value. For 
stationary random processes
 1, 
 iii  , i.e. γi - correlation coefficients between adjacent measurement process.  
Taking into account (23) and (24) we can formulate the following 
Theorem 4: 1) Covariance matrix Kn of Markov process )(tZM  measurements at points  TttttT inn  |21   is a 
special case of the matrix (4) for )1,1,(),(  

njiji
i
jl
lijji 
, where γi  – previously defined in (24). 
2) Elements of 
1
nK  defined by expression (6) taking into account that ii    )1,1(  ni  and iiii ka  ),1( ni  . At 
the same time 
1,1
2
1  iiiiii kk   
),2( ni  , 111 k , (25) 
1,1
22
11,1   iiiiiii kk   )1,2(  ni
, 
221 k . (26)
 
Theorem 4’ (inverse). Any symmetric positive defined matrix of the form 
1
nA  is the covariance matrix of the Markov process 
measurements. 
The theorems 4 and 4’ proofing are given in [20] (see in [20] Theorem 2 and note 3). 
Note 10. It is follows from the note 2, that the matrix 
1
nK  is completely determined by the elements of its two diagonals (the 
main diagonal and parallel to it, above or below). In other words, the matrix
 
1
nK  depends only on the dispersion (variance)  
values in the measuring n points and the (n – 1) coefficients of the covariance between adjacent measurement points. 
The covariance matrix of the measurements of the Markov process is completely determined by small number (2n-1) of its 
elements. Therefore, for effective solving the Markov random processes of statistics problems is sufficient only a priori 
knowledge of the mentioned elements of the covariance matrix. 
B. The covariance function and the covariance matrix of measurement of m-connected Markov process 
Let Z(t) be an m-connected Markov process. This means that the covariance’s between  discrete measurements of the process 
Z(t) satisfies to the condition 
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jjm
T
jiijji jKkttk ],1[
1
]1[, ]1[),( 

  kk , (27) 
where 
jjmjmji ttttt   11  . The condition (27) can be obtained from (23) by going to the matrix-vector notation .  
In (27) the following designations are used:  1,]1[,,]1[, ,,,   jimjimjiT ji kkk k  - m - dimensional row-vector values k(s,t) 
at the points  11 ,,,]1[  jmjmjm tttjT   and in the point it ; 
 jjjmjjmjjj kkk ,1,1,],1[ ,,,   k  - m - dimensional column-vector values k(s,t) at the points ]1[ jTm  and  in the 
point it  
(in other words li],[k  is m -dimensional vector of covariance measurements at points ][iTm with measurement at point 
nl Tt  ) 
; 
]1[ jKm - (m x m) covariance matrix of vector values of Z(t) at the points ]1[ jTm , i.e. ]1[ jKm =
  )1,,(),(  jmjlsttk ls .  
 A graphical illustration of notation to the formula (27) is shown on the Fig. 2. 
Let in the points nT  measured the m- connected Markov process )(tZM . Let nK  be the covariance matrix of these 
measurements. 
For the matrix nK  vector )(],[ jiji k  in (27) can be interpreted as a set of elements of  j- th column of the i-m+1 to i for 
mi   or from 1 to i under mi  . Thus, the dimension of the vector ji],[k  will be equal to m under mi   and will be equal i 
for mi  . Matrix ][iKm , thus, can be interpreted as a diagonal submatrix nK , located at the intersection of rows and columns 
of the same name with numbers from i-m+1 to i for mi  or  from 1 to i for  mi  . Thus, the size of submatrix ][iKm  will be 
equal m x m for mi   and i x i for mi  . 
Let the vectors )1,1(  niiΓ  defined as follows: 
1],[
1 ][ 
 iimi iK kΓ , )1,1(  ni . (28) 
Obviously, the dimension of the vector iΓ  will be equal m for mi   and i for mi  . 
Taking into account the entered notation we can formulate the following 
Theorem 5: 1) Covariance matrix nK  for  measurements at points nT  of  m- connected Мarkov process is a special case 
m
nA
when ),1( nika iiii  , )1,1(  niimi
T
im γλγ , im
T
miim KAA   where imK - submatrices of the matrices 
),1( niKi  , representing their right m – column of a size )( mi  for mi   and the size )( ii  for mi 1 . 
2) The matrix 
m
nK

, inverse to 
m
nK , is a band with a half-width band equal to m, which elements are defined by expressions 
1]1[,],1[
1
]1[, ]1[ 

  i
T
iiiiiim
T
iiiii kiKk Γkkk , ),1( ni  , (29)
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Fig. 2. Graphical illustration for the formula (27) 
 

 


w
k ki
kikm
i
iic
0 1
2
,1



, ),1( ni  , (30) 

 



 
w
kj ji
jkmjijmji
ki
kmki
kiic
1
,,1,1
,




, kiiiki cc   ,, , (31) 
),1;1,1( mkni  , 
where w = m-1 for mni   and w = n – i - 1 for i > n – m. 
Note 11: If in (30) and (31) the calculated upper limit value becomes smaller than the lower one, then the summarizing should 
not be executed, i.e. in wkj ,  and mkj ,  the second term on the right side of mentioned formula is identically equal to 0. 
C. Covariance function and the covariance matrix of the measurement of  m- dimensional (vector) Markov process 
The matrix of covariance function ),( tsK  of the vector of Markov process
 
)(tMZ  satisfies the conditions 
),(),(),(),( 1 tKKsKtsK   , (32) 
where ts   or ts   . (Condition (32) is necessary and sufficient to determine a Markov process in a wide-sense.) 
Let’s now try to find a common view of the covariance matrix of measurement at the points nT  of the vector Markov process. 
Let NK  
be a block covariance matrix measurement at points nT  of m-dimensional vector process, consisting of 
2n  blocks 
),1,( njiKij  .  Blocks, 
in turn, represent the covariance matrix measurement of the size mm  of components of the vector
 
)(tMZ . 
Let’s define the order of the square m (sub) matrices )1,1(  nii and )1,1,(  njiijΓ  as follows: 
1,
1

 iiiii KK , (33) 








jifor
ijfor
T
i
T
i
T
j
T
j
jjii
ij
11
11


Γ  )1,1,(  nji . (34) 
Taking into account the entered designations it is possible formulate the following 
Theorem 6: 1. Covariance matrix of 
m
NN KK   measurements in points nT  m-dimensional Markov process )(tMZ  is 
 
t
n
 tj-1 
k
i, j-m
 
t
j-m+1
 
k
j-m, j
 
 
ki, j 
k
i,j-1
 
k
i, j-m
 
t
1
 t
i
 tj-m t
j
 t 
k
j-1, j
 
Tm[j-1]={tj-m<tj-m+1<…<tj-1} 
T
n
={t
1
<t
2
<…<t
n
} 
k
j-m+1, j
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positive defined and is a special case of (18) for , )1,1,(  njijiij ΓΛ . Elements 
m
NK  dependent 
(taking into account its symmetry) only on 
2)12( mn   scalar quantities being the elements of sub-matrix ),1( niK ii  and 
)1,1(  nii . 
2. The inverse matrix   mNmNmN 

 KKC
1
, divided into )( mm blocks 
m
ijC , has a block-tridiagonal form with non-zero 
elements: 
,),1,1(, 1111

  n
m
nniii
m
ii ACniAMAC  (35) 
m
ii
T
ii
m
iiii
m
ii CACAC 1,
1
1,1
1
11, , 



  , (36) 
where 
,),,2(, 11111,11 KAniKKA iii
T
iiii    (37) 
22111,111,1 ),1,2(, KMniKKM iiii
T
i
T
iiii    (38) 
The theorem 6 proofing is similar to the theorem 4 proofing. 
VI. AN EXAMPLE OF COVARIANCE MATRIX INVERSION FOR VECTOR MARKOV PROCESS 
The formula received above, despite of their external inconvenience, easy to use in practical calculations. We'll show it by the 
example of the inversion of the covariance matrix of 2D Markov process, when the covariance function of the analyzed process 
is given. 
Below we give some examples of getting of common expressions for submatrices ),1( niK ii  , 1, iiK  and 
)1,1(  nii of covariance matrix 
m
NK  of measurements at points nT  for the 2D vector process. Also common expression 
for the sub-matrices was found ),1( niAi  and )1,1(  niM i , with the help of which we can easily calculate the non-zero 
sub-matrices of inverse matrix 
m
N
K , without resorting to the standard procedures of matrix inversion (formulas (33)-(38)). 
Note that in the general case, the separate components of the vector Markov process may be a Markov and non-Markov. 
Relationships between the components can also be Markov, non-Markov and semi-Markov, i.e. when mutual covariance 
function ),( tskij  component iZ  and jZ ),1,( mji  m- dimensional vector process satisfy (23) for ts   and not satisfy 
for ts   . 
Example. Let us consider a 2D non-stationary Markov process  TtZtZt )(),()( 21Z , defined by the covariance matrix 
function 
 ),(),( tsktsK ij  )2,1,( ji  with elements 
),min(),( 2111 tstsk  , 
  ))(exp(||exp
2
),(
2
2
22 tststsk  


 
 






tsfort
tsfortst
tsk
)exp(1
)exp()(exp
),( 2112



 , 
 
 





tsforsts
tsfors
tsk
)exp()(exp
exp1
),( 2121




 
It is possible to verify that the matrix function ),( tsK  obey (32), and its elements obey (23), both at ts   , and when 
ts   . Thus, )(tZ  and its components are Markov and Markov related processes in a wide-sense. 
Note 12 [10]. For a normal distribution of centered component )(tZ  coincides with the two-dimensional Markov process 
representing a solution for 00 t  and 0)0()0( 21  ZZ  of system of stochastic differential equations (SDE ) 
)()(
)(
),(
)(
21
2
1
1 tNtZ
dt
tdZ
tN
dt
tdZ
  , excitation by normal white noise )(tN  with unit variance. 
Let’s write the expression for the submatrices iiK  and  iiii ttK  11,  (see.(33)) of the covariance matrix NK , 
),1( niKA iiii 
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influencing on the formation of non-zero submatrices of inverse matrix 
m
N
K : 
 
    







2/)2exp(1)exp(1
)exp(11
2
221
21
2
1
ii
ii
ii
tt
tt
K



, 
 
    










2/)(exp())(exp()exp(1
)exp())(exp(1
11
2
221
1121
2
1
1,
iiiii
iiii
ii
ttttt
tttt
K



 
( )1,1  ni . 
In this sub-matrix 
1
iiK  will have the form: 
   
 
),1(;
)exp(1
)exp(12/)2exp(1
det
1
2
121
21
2
21 ni
tt
tt
K
K
ii
ii
ii
ii 












 where 
    






2
2
2
2
1 )exp(1
1
)2exp(1
2
det ii
i
ii tt
t
K 




 
To present the matrix NK in the form of 
m
NK  it is necessary to calculate sub-matrix i  (34): 
 
)1,1(,
0
0
)(exp0
01
2
1
1
1,
1 















 ni
tt
KK
i
i
ii
iiiii



where  )(exp,1 121 iiii tt   . 
To calculate non-zero submatrices 
m
N
K  it is necessary previously calculate iA  and 
),1(1 niAi 

 (see formula (37)): 
 
   
),2(;
2/11
1)(1
2
1,2
2
21,221
1,2211
2
1
ni
tt
A
ii
iii
i 













 
 
   
)0(;
2/)2exp(1)exp(1
)exp(11
0
1
2
2121
1211
2
1
111 







 t
tt
tt
KA



 
It is easy to calculate 
   
 
),2(;
)(1
12/1
det
1
1
2
11,221
1,221
2
1,2
2
21 ni
ttA
A
iii
ii
i
i 













where 
    





 
2
1,2
2
1,21
2
2
2
1 1
1
1)(
2
1
det iiiii ttA 




; 
   
 
;
)exp(1
)exp(12/)2exp(1
det
1
1
2
1121
1211
2
2
1
1
1 









tt
tt
A
A


 ),1( ni 
 
where 
    






2
11
1
2
2
2
1
1 )exp(1
1
)2exp(1
2
det tt
t
A 




 
Let’s find a submatrix )1,1(  niM i (formula (38)), which together with the previously found submatrices i  and 
1
iA  
determine all 3n-2 non-zero submatrices ),1( niCii   and )1,1(,11,   niCC iiii  of the matrix 
m
N
K : 
iM = 

1
 
 11
2
1   ii tt   ii 21,221 1    ),2( ni   
 ii 21,221 1      21 222 1,222 ii    
 
1M
= 
1
 2
2
1 t  
 )exp(1 221 t   )0( 0 t  
 )exp(1 221 t     2)2exp(1 2
2
2 t   
Simpler expressions are obtained for a uniform measurements 

nT . Let t0 = 0, t1 = τ, t2 = 2τ and etc. Let   21 . Then 
;121  n ;21 AAAA n    MMMM n  121   and  
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
 2
A    )1(   ; 
A
A
det
2
1



  
2/)1( 2  
-
)1(   ; 
)1(   2/)1( 2  - )1(     
 
  
1 0 
; 

 2
M  
2  )1(
2  
0 γ )1(
2  2/)1(
4  
 
where )exp(   :  
   )1(2/)1()1(det 24  A . 
Then 
m
N
K  can be represented as a block-tridiagonal matrix consisting of 2n  blocks of size )( mm : 
 
1  AmNK  
M -AΓ      
1A . 
-ΓTA M -AΓ   0  
 -ΓTA M -AΓ    
  -ΓTA 
  
  
   -AΓ  
 0   -ΓTA M -AΓ 
     -ΓTA A 
 
In contrast to the scalar case, for vector processes there are various possible ways of formation of the covariance matrix of the 
measurement (CMM). The above results relate to the case when CMM formed of 
2n  submatrices  of the size )( mm , 
representing measurements m component of vector process in a given point. But it is possible to form a CMM so that it will 
consist of 
2m  blocks of the size )( nn , representing measurement of one component of the field at the points
 

nT . 
The general form of the matrix 
m
NK

 for this case is shown below:  
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
 2
mNK  
 1 2 3  n-1 n 1 2 3  n-1 n 
1 A1 A2     
1  2  
    
2 A2
 A1
 A2
  0  
3  1  2  
 0  
3  A2
 A1
 
.    3  1  
.   
    .   .    .   .  
n-1  0  . A1
 A2
  0  . 
1  2  
n      A2
 A1/2
     
3  1 
1 
1  3  
    
4  5  
    
2 
2  1  3  
 0  
5  4  5  
 0  
3  
2  1  
.    
5  4  
.   
    .   .    .   .  
n-1  0  . 
1  3  
 0  . 
4  5  
n     
2  
1     
5  1 /2 
 
where A1 = 2 ; A2 =  ; 1
21  ; 2 )1(   ; 3 )1(  ; 4 2/)1(
4 ; 5
2/)1( 2 
 
i.e. matrix 
m
NK

 consists of 
2m  tridiagonal blocks of the size )( nn . 
VII. CONCLUSION 
1. The convenient in usage forms of square matrix, whose inversions are tridiagonal, band or block-tridiagonal matrices, have 
been represented in this paper. In the work they are designated as
1
nA , where n - dimension of a matrix, 1 – half-width of the 
band;  where m - half-width of the band, and 
m
NA , where N  - the dimension of the matrix, m - dimension of the blocks 
)( mnN  . 
2. The objectives of the study of such matrices devoted a lot of work. A special feature of our work is that it shows that the 
recording of all three classes of matrices, you can use a common approach and a common (unique) matrix structure. Moreover, 
in the first case the matrix elements
1
nA  are formed of the scalar quantities, in the second case 
m
nA  - of the dimensions of the 
vectors m , and in the third case 
m
NA of square blocks (submatrices) dimension m . 
3. The simple inversion formulas of these matrices are founded, considering the peculiarities of the structure of the matrix. At 
the same time, the elements of inverse matrices depend only on: 
 23 n  elements included in the 3 central diagonal for the matrix
1
nA ; 
 )1()12(  mmnm  elements lying inside the band with the width 2m+1 (band’s half-width equals m) for the matrix 
m
nA  ; 
 ))(23( mmn   elements for the matrix 
m
NA  )( mnN  . 
4. The savings were calculated in the amount of required memory and the number of operations in matrix inversion of the 
form
m
nA  relatively to a general matrix (fully completed). 
5. It is shown that if the matrices
1
nA , 
m
nA  and 
m
NA )( mnN   are symmetric and positive definite, they are covariance 
matrices of measurements, respectively, simply (ordinary connected), multiply of the connectivity m  and m - dimensional 
vector Markov processes in a wide-sense. 
6. It is shown that the covariance matrix of the measurement (CMM) of ordinary connected Markov process in a wide-sense 
depends only on the variance value at the measuring points and the coefficients of the covariance between adjacent measurement 
m
nA
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points. Accordingly, for multiply connected Markov process CMM depends on the variance and coefficients of covariance 
between points standing from each other by an amount equal to or less than the connectivity of process m. 
7. Calculations of revising covariance matrix for 2D Markov process and Markov connected components, showing 
applicability of received results for practical tasks solving. 
8. The received results allow simplifying the solution of many problems of random processes statistics. In particular, 
dramatically simplifies the computational complexity of the estimating tasks, filtering and interpolation of random processes and 
fields using BLUE and GLSE, which have been using inverse of covariance matrix of measurements as a weighting matrix. 
Due to the volume of the article, the article does not consider questions of approximation of an arbitrary random process 
Markov m-connected process; case sparse covariance matrices with no more 23 n  non-zero elements, arranged in arbitrary 
positions; getting recurrent algorithms and a number of other interesting problems of processing the results of measurements of 
random processes. 
APPENDIX 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1 
The validity of Theorem 1 is shown by induction, using a recursive procedure by means of a serial (step-by step, successive) 
matrix bordering  (Faddeev-Faddeeva bordering , see., [23]). 
Firstly, let us consider the i-th step of the recurrent procedure of matrix inversion. According to [23], if 
1iA  
iA  1ia  
, ,3,2,1i  
T
i 1a  1,1  iia  
where ),,( ,11,11 iii
T
i aa   a ; 
T
iiii aa ),,( 1,1,11   a  - bordering a row vector and a column vector respectively of i-
elements length, 

1
1iA  
ii
ii
iA
1
111

 

vu
 
1
1


i
i

u
 
, 
,3,2,1i  
(38) 
1
1


i
i

v
 
1
1
i
 
 
where 111,1111,11   iiiii
T
iiii aa avua ; 1
1
1 

  iii A au ; 
1
11

  i
T
ii Aav . 
Let the matrix 
1
iA  (size i x i) found in the previous (i - 1) - step recurrent procedure )11(  ni has tridiagonal form 
corresponding to (6), and the i-dimensional vectors 1ia  and 
T
i 1a  : 
  





 


i
l
iiil
i
l
l
T
i
T
i aaa
2
22
1
11
*
11 ,,,  aa ; 






 


i
l
iiil
i
l
lii aaa
2
22
1
11
*
11 ,,,  aa .  (39) 
Carrying out the necessary calculations, we obtain the following formula: 
 
    














*
1
1*
1
1
11
*
1
*
1
1
1
1
1
,0,,0,0
,0,,0,0
i
T
ii
T
ii
T
ii
iiiiiii
AA
AA
vaav
uaau




 
(40) 
Substituting the values 1iu  and 1iv (   ) to (38) and perform all necessary operations, we see that the matrix 
1
1

iA  
will also 
be tridiagonal, the elements 
1
1

iA  
correspond to (6). Thus, if the initial matrix, which begins the process of recurrent inverse is 
tridiagonal type and bordering vectors  nilTll ,1,, aa  are selected from the corresponding rows and columns (4), all 
subsequent matrices  nilAi ,1,1  , including the latest, are tridiagonal. 
Successive (step-by-step) calculation 
1
1
A , 12
A , 
1
3
A for the matrix )3,1(1 iAi shows that the matrix 
1
3
A is tridiagonal, 
i.e. the initial part of the procedure (A1) for the matrices (4) also leads to a tridiagonal matrix. This completes the proof of the 
theorem 1. 
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